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editorial

What does a comparison of the Great Depression and the current economic
schemozzle show ?

In both cases there are financial crisis for

Governments; high unemployment; currency and tariff manipulation to
protect national industry; and the emergence of economic theories to
explain and solve the problem. But there are major differences.
Our Chairman, John Arrowsmith, has studied this topic and at our next

meeting he will discuss "Economics - the Great Depression and the New
Depression".

As usual the meeting will be held in the offices of the Australian
Insurance Employees' Union at 105 Queen Street, on Tuesday^ 19th April,
1983 at 7.-;5pm.
LABOUR DAY ORATION

- Marx; His Impact on Australia.

It was a surprise, a pleasant surprise.

On a fine, sunny holiday after

noon, over a hundred attended the lecture on Marx and gave generously

to an appeal for funds.

One donor gave $20, She obviously enjoyed the

lecture.

The Labour Movement in Australia is said to be pragmatic.
politics by ear.

It plays ,its

This is one reason why, in Australia as compared to

overseas, Marxism has not been greatly studied.

But as Dr.Lloyd

Churchward showed its impact has not been negligible and is clearly
increasing.

Thanks to Peter Love and his technical skills we have tapes of Dr.Lloyd
Churchward's lecture.

When transcribed it will be printed in the Recorder,

A CELEBRATION - History of 8 hours Working Day,

Thursday, 21st April is the 127th anniversary of the victory of the
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building workers in winning a 12 hour reduction in their working week.
The victory was celebrated by a great banquet in the Eastern Hill Hotel,
then known as the Belvedere Hotel.

The Fitzroy Historical Society is celebrating the victory on the same

day 127 years later at the same place, John Arrowsmith will give a talk
on the history of the 8-hours day at 7,30p.in*, on the 1st floor. Eastern
Hill Hotel, corner of Brunswick and Victoria Streets (Opposite the Eye
& Ear hospital). The date is above, Thursday, 21 April, All are
cordially invited to attend,
* * * *

An Interview with Aub.Keane of Upwey;

My dad, Frank Keane, was the Labour member for Coburg for 16 years. He
went into Parliament in 1923 and died in office just before the outbreak .
of the 2nd War,

Question - What kind of man was your father ?
He was a socialist. We did not always hit it off.

He was a very strong

character - everybody knew he would keep his word. He had been in the
anti-conscription fight in the 1st war - speaking in Sydney Road off a
lorry and often being rushed by soldiers.

When I was unemployed during the 30's in Coburg, my father could have got
me a job, but he would not do it, I remember him saying to me one time
"I could have got you a job in the railways," I asked him why he did not?
"If I did that all the unemployed men in Coburg with a son out of work
would have said "he could get his son a job - why not mine?". There
weren't many like him.

Question - Who was the most outstanding character you have met ?
Frank Anstey without a doubt. He had been a seaman in England, He was
in Parliament for about 30 years, I was introduced to Anstey by my dad
when I was 13, He lived in Brunswick, It was a great occasion to hear

him speak at the Bijou theatre in Bourke street on a Sunday night. He
would be the best orator in the ALP those days - the way he could put his

words together - words just flowed out. He had the ability to talk in
ordinary everyday language - the crowd followed him. He used satire in
an extraoi*dinary way - never attacking a man directly.
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Anstey in his early days was a great believer in Socialism.

sure it was not far off.

He was

But he suffered a great blow in the Depression.

He had been Minister for Health in the Scullin government. But when
Scullin agreed to the Premier's Plan he said he would never be a party
to it - he would never be a party to any scheme that lowered the wages
pensions and social services of the workers. It hurt Anstey to oppose
his leader, but he kept his word. He was dropped from the cabinet
because of his opposition to these schemes.

He stood for election for the last time in 1931 and only just scraped in.
The papers boosted the Premier's Plan, saying it was the only way to get
out of our troubles.

They did not like Anstey.

He came out to our

Labour Party branch meeting at Coburg for the last time just after this.
He thanked the Branch for getting him re-elected by the small majority but to him it was like kicking him out. He stood there at the meeting
with tears running down his cheeks "I will never again stand for Parliam
ent.

I came to the Labour Party a young man full of hope - I leave it

an old man full of despair."

I always remember the last time I saw Anstey.

the public gardens.

I hardly recognised him, he looked old, he had aged

a lot - a real tragedy.
^

It was in Sydney in one of

n- i

^

t

j

Dick Gurlewis.
* * *

BOOK REVIEW - "Historical Records of Victoria"

The first of seven volumes projected, printed and published for the Publi

Record Office of Victoria, of 570 pages on fine quality paper, is an
excellent publication.

Michael Cannon, best known for his "Land Boomers"

has dona the State a service in this first volume.

No doubt the others

will be of the same standard when they appear.

Let us hope that we will not have to wait as long for the second volume
as we did the first I

For those of us who are interested in the history of labour relations
and the foundations of the labour movement in this state, it is a
valuable contribution.

The courst cases in 1838 and 39 are illustrative of the type of settler,

particularly Batman, his brother Henry Batman, and J.P. Fawkner show up
in all their naked greed and self-interest.
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[t is not quite enough to say that it was a brutal age, it was, but it
i^as also a reflection of the society which fathered and mothered it.

Ind that was Eriglibh sbeiety dn the period of reaction after the
revolutioh of the French people against feudalism, which was never over

thrown in Englandj only slightly modified, and put into the hands of new
owners,

3o, in the early days of the settlement at Port Phillip the same kind of
Lave that sent the Tolpuddle men to New South Wales were still in use.

En chapbsrs 25 and 26, from pages 357 to ^24, we have case after case of,,
court proceedings against workers who have left Iheir employment withouti

the permission

the employer. This was a provision of the Masters

irid Servants Act (HSW) under which a contract of service was signed for

a period of time, generally 12 months. It was possible for the employer
bo dispense with his employee, but almost impossible for the worker to
terminate his job without being fined, jailed, and loss of wages owing t.
lim.

Some two hundred and sixty cases are recorded in this book and

sentences of one month and up to three months are common.

The rest of the book "traverses well known ground. Batman, Fawkner etc.,

the activities of the squatters & bushrangers and court records in detail
lot a lot for the student of Labour history.

In future volumes there

nay be some illuminating material when legislature is set up, A useful
work of reference - but don't buy it.
* * * *

Use it for reference in a Library
Keith Crisp,

Labour Studies Programme,

The historical aspects of some Labour studies will be discussed in four
seminars to be held in the Economics and Commerce building, Melbourne

Jniversity, and are to be held on successive Thursday afternoons at
5.30pm to 7,30pm from April 21st & May 12th,
The topics and seminar leaders are:
1, The University Archives - Andrew Reeves
2, The Builders Labourers' Federation - Meredith Burgmann,
3,

-

Bootmakers and Tailoresses 1882-1885 - Ray Brooks.

4, Wage-earning Feminists c1916 - Dianne Kirkby.
If interested you should 'phone: Gerry Griffin 34-1 5306 & Julian Teicher
341 7099.
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Door-Knocking - An Alternative to the T.V,

How does a peoples* Political Party put its programme to the public.
The street corner meeting and the Public hall rally have gone the way
of the cable tram. Some recent election campaigns have been marketing
ploys with public relations experts and advertising agencies directing
and manipulating.

It is worth while to look at door-knocking. It's not a new technique
but it now has more importance. The following is an abbreviated diary
of a door-knocking enthusiast.
Diary of a Door Knocker - Geoff Ballard

As with other active members of the Australian Labour Party I have been

asked to do many different jobs in ray time - letter boxing; folding
pamphlets; addressing envelopes; polling booth duty on Election day;
door knocking; helping on street stalls, etc.etc., and other jobs such

as membership of John Gain's Campaign Committee and Chairperson of many
of its meeting; President of my Branch; Convenor of public meetings;
Treasurer of Batman Federal Electorate; Newsletter editor; branch fund-

raising; helping to staff Campaign H.Q. at Election times; distributing
transport survey forms at railway stations etc.,etc.

Of all these jobs, I have found door-knocking to be the most significant
and this task has become my favourite political exercise.

The reasons

are clear. Here we have the Candidates or members,with their represent
atives, presenting themselves personally to.the householders who can

assess them, discuss their policies with them, ask questions, criticise

etc. This seems to be the very cornerstone of the democratic process
which nothing else can replace.

Thus, to me, door-knocking establishers links between the people and the
democratic process that serves them, and it is the door-knocker's task to

bring these two elements into meaningful relationship.
Varying the emphasis as appropriate,"I tell all householders that I am

a member of the Australian Labour Party, the largest and oldest political

party in Australia. I tell them that the A.L.P cares about all people.
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not just the rich, the influential and the "good" but all people - the

poor, the disadvantaged, the unemployed, the "not so good" - all people.
I tell thera that the ALP cares about their social and material needs and

strives by democratic means to raise their living standards.

I tell

them that the A.L.P is the Party of compassion and reform, and our only
hope of a just society.
I tell the householders also that as the ALP consists of people, it has

all the strengths and all the weaknesses of other human organisations.

(Some of its weaknesses it shares with the Church, i.e. the rather poor
ratio between membership and attendance at meetings or services),
I tell the householders that I represent the candidate or member, who

will visit them if they wish; I invite their interest in the ALP's

programme and seek their support and co-operation.

' ^ '

I do not discuss other parties with householders.
Door-knocking - a new experience

h
:

My first door-knocking experience began in March, 1976, when John Cain
first stood for Parliament as ALP candidate for the newly created seat of
Bundoora.

John asked me to join him in our first ever door-knocking

campaign and together, we visited about 1,200 homes in Bundoora during
the first two weeks.

At various homes, the householders paid tribute to John Cain snr., last

Labour Premier of Victoria (in the fifties) and some said that they had
known him personally.

The John Cain of today obviously appreciated these

references but I could see that he was determined to be his own man, to

establish his own identity in the electorate, and that there was no

resting on his father's reputation.
The importance of being courteous

In six years of door-knocking, my most outstanding impression is that of
the unfailing courtesy of the average Australian suburban dweller.

Of

30,000 doors, I have never had one shut in my face - though one househol

der snapped. - "I'm quite capable of making up my own mind I " (didn't
even say thank you !)
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On the Hustings in Greensborough

In November, 1977, the by-election for the Assembly seat of Greensborough

took place as a result of the death of the sitting Liberal member.

Our

candidate was Pauline Toner, mother of five children, and Lecturer in

Education at Hawthorn Teacher's College, (now Hon.Pauline Toner, Minister
for Community Welfare Services, and first ever woman Cabinet Minister in
Victoria), and I joined her team for a fortnight's door-knocking,

"Up and down the hills of Greensborough, and up and down again" - it was
a thoroughly exhausting exercise and many "breathers" were needed on the
way. However, we were glad to note that Pauline was well know throughout
the electorate and held in high esteem as a result of her six years' work
as Shire Councillor in Diamond Valley, including a term as Shire
President, and other public duties.

Pauline won the seat decisively - so all the sweating door-knockers and

other members of the campaign team got their reward t

None of us will

ever forget the victory celebration on election night.

The old weather

board house which we had rented as campaign HQ, and which has long since

been swept away by the new Greensborough shopping centre, fairly rocked
as Pauline made her way through the jam-packed rooms, kissing all her
campaign workers 1
Door-knocking for the State Election, 1979

In allocating tasks for the 1979 election campaign, the Committee asked
me to take on the door-knocking programme.

Thus it was my responsibility

to recruit the door-knocking team, organise briefing and training, and

ensure the coverage of the 11,000 homes (approx.).
Just six weeks before election day, we were ready for action with a
first-class, dedicated team of door-knockers, including a good number of

experienced members. We were able to deploy a team of five or. six,
mostly women members, on week days, and a mixed team of from fifteen to
twenty at week-ends. We would ensure that each group was rested between
sessions, i.e. those who worked on week-days were .to be free at week-ends
and vice versa.
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Our first team went into action in Macleod - and we were all^keyed" up.

It always seemed to be like that when starting a new campaign, no matter
how many times we had done it before. I put the team in position and
went off to the adjoining streets to do my own stint.
Less than an Inur later, one of the team, "Kathy", came rushing up to
find me with the news that "Yvonne" had fallen down some steps, breaking
several teeth, and that she was now at the telephone box nearby, ringing
her dentist.

VJhen I picked up "Yvonne" at the telephone box a little later, I must
have been very concerned about her because we drove off without fastening
our seat-belts, and mine was left flapping out the door.

As in the nature of things, this matter did not go unnoticed by the law,
and on the way to ; Bundoora, I was stopped by a police patrol, and
handed a fine and warning with icy courtesy.

On reaching "Yvonne's" home, we had another shock. "Yvonne" suddenly
remembered that she had left her folder, containing her briefing notes,

comments and queries from householders, telephone numbers, addresses,

street maps, etc.,etc., in the public telephone box at Macleod I
After an agonising dash - police patrols permitting - back to Macleod,
I entered the telephone box to find the directory still open at the

blood-spattered nage listing "Yvonne's" dentist, and under it was the

precious folder, intact I

At that moment, I thanked every non-telephone

user who had ever lived in Macleod, but to this day, I experience a kind
of trauma whenever I pass that telephone box I

Next morning we were thankful to learn that "Yvonne" was going to be
all right but our door-knocking drama continued apace.
The Door-Knocking scene in Diamaond Valley and Doncaster

For the Federal Election in 1977 and the State election in 197^, I also
joined in extensive door-knocking in Diamond Valley and Doncaster on
behalf of our candidate, Jean Downing.
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Jean is the widow of Dr.Richard Downing, former Chairman of the A,B.C.',

and mother of seven children.

She is a graduate in Arts (Economics and

Political Science) and holds a Diploma of Social Work, both from the

University of Melbourne - and is the first woman appointee to the
Australian Institute of Management (Victoria) and is a fellow of that
Institute.

Jean is very jactive in social and community affairs, one of

her greatest interests being the Christian Medical College and
Hospital at Vellore, India. She is now President of the Victorian
"Friends of Vellore", succeeding Dr.Don Oldmeadow in that office when
he moved to Perth.

My door-knocking beat in Diamond Valley covered a large area of Doncaster
where Labour supporters, who appeared to be greatly outnumbered, occas
ionally expressed surprise that anyone should bother door-knocking there
at all.

"It's a very bad area all around here", they said I

A Consolidation effort in West Heidelberg

During two week-ends leading up to the 1980 Federal election the ALP
carried out a massive "consolidation" door-knock covering the whole of
the West Heidelberg area. For this we assembled the largest doorknocking team yet deployed in the district with 30-40 members and
including Brian Howe, member for the Federal seat of Batman. We were
well received everywhere.

On election night we noted that Brian Howe had increased still further

his already handsome lead in the electorate.

This was no doubt largely

due to the support and assistance given by Brian and his staff to the

many disadvantaged people in Batman, especially the unemployed, the
migrants and those with housing problems.
Reinforcing Ivanhoe, Evelyn and Templestowe Province for the 1982
State election.

Our Campaign Committee on reviewing its strategy for the 1982 State
election assessed the threat to the Bundoora seat as negligible.
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Accordingly John Cain specifically asked that apart from any special
commitments in Bundoora all our door-knocking resources should be thrbwn

into the campaigns in Ivanhoe, in the sprawling Evelyn electorate which

adjoins Bundoora and Greensborough and in Templestowe Province (Upper
House).

Our workers showed great enthusiasm for this plan and, of course, every
one wanted to help wrest the Ivanhoe seat from the dead hand of the
Liberal establishment. With almost crusading zeal, our members combed
the streets of the Ivanhoe electorate, some of them working day after
day.

In Evelyn, our teams ranged as far as Lilydale, South Morang, Whittlesea,
Epping and Craigieburn in a widespread operation, carried out over
several weeks.

Meanwhile, John Cain prepared to bring his campaign to a climax in the
Bundoora electorate with a great public meeting at Rosanna on Wednesday,
March 31st. This meeting turned out to be a "standing room only" event,
with more than 300 people present, and John Cain entering to a standing
ovation*

April 3rd, 1982 - and VICTORY at last !

And so it came to election night, and at 6 o'clock, many of us repaired
to the Bundoora Tennis Pavilion which we had booked for our victory
celebration.

It was a warm and cheerful scene that greeted us - but we had seen it all
before, in 1976 and 1979. However, tonight was going to be different.
In mounting excitement, the first results began to trickle through on
the T.V.screens.

Someone had made a poster reading - "Bundoora, the Premier Electorate",
and hung it on the wall at the end of the room. At 7 o'clock,-John Cain

got up on a chair in front of it, thanked all who had helped in the
campaign, and said that the family were now leaving for the central tally
room. "And you'll come back Premierl". everyone shouted.
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And so it was VICTORY at last, with a note of history about it I The
ALP had won 17 seats in the Assembly, and 12 out of 22 seats in the

Council, taking its numbers from 13 to 20 seats. It was the most

sweeping victory ever, the ALP outvoting all other parties togetherI
"The light on the hill" came back to Victoria.

In Bundoora, John Cain with 18,827 votes, won an absolute majority of
819A votes over his Liberal and Australian Democrat opponents together,
and increased his lead by a further 5.9? over his 1979 figure.

And what would be my final word about the people and homes I have

visited during these past six years? Perhaps it would be something like
thi s -

In the course of opening doors to political awareness, the door-knocker
catches a glimpse of Australian suburban living, a life style which is
often despised for its so-called narrow horizons, and its attendant

aspects of Isolation and boredom. No doubt these features persist in
varying degrees but from my observation, suburbia is still a healthy
place for family living.

It has become clear^in recent years that there has been a marked,.if slow

change in suburban outlook - a greater openness? a greater knowledge
and concern about the issues of the day; a greater willingness to discus

matters; a greater determination to protest and oppose; in fact, there
are all the signs of a better informed and more lively community than ir
the past.

*****

Memoirs of an Unsuccessful Politician - (Con't)
Part 3 - Finding a Cause

-

L.T. Barnes

New South Wales would not give Theodore a hearing. The Senate had just

rejected the Bill. It should be mentioned that in September England
introduced a fiduciary notes scheme, it was passed without comment.
All this was above ra y head but I was still seeking. There was plenty tc
choose from.

Coles Book Arcade, then in Swanston Street, had a.table in front of the

shop with up to 100 pamphlets displayed all offering cures for Depress
ions. I read most of them. None satisfied me. For a time I toyed wit?
t.
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Single Tax. But there was something missing. Then I was introduced to
Bill Duggan, Secretary of the Melbourne Trades Hall Council, He told
me my place was in the Labour Party and he signed my nomination. At the

same time he gave me a pamphlet entitled New Economics which was Douglas
Credit,

In March 1931 the Brunswick Unemployed Association took over Jones,
Springhaven Hall in Lydia Street and established its headquarters there.
The circumstances which arose did not affect me but are worth relating,
Cr.Rod McTobin who had longed to be Mayor of Brunswick acceded to the

office in April 1930,

He found it no bed of roses.

of (festitute people waited on him seeking relief.

Rent Moratorium Act cost him dear.

Every day dozens

The weakness of the

The Act did not provide the

subsidised rent for people evicted from a house but only if they found
a new house and they had to pay the first week's rent.

was McTobin who paid the rent.

As a result it

He used up all his Mayoral Allowance

and a large portion of his personal fortune too.

It was with great relief that McTobin heard that Springhaven Hall was
available. Here was the chance to get the surging masses off his back.
He gladly paid the first week's rent for the hall recognising the
Association as the body to deal through.

Now he was able to send

supplicants to the B.U.A who would sort out the genuine cases.
Bill Jeffrey the Vice President of the B.U.A, was a veteran Socialist,

He urged that the Association attract people to the Hall by holding
public meetings addressed by a broad group of speakers. Waters, knowing
that the Communist Party was already doing this and would soon start in
Brunswick readily agreed - if only to counter the G,P,

The first speaker I heard was Frank Blake recorded as being President
of the newly formed Australian Democratic Party, Blake, a tall, red
headed man of Irish background had been a disciple of Frank Anstey; he
had carried on with Frank Anstey's monetary theories and had broken with
the Labour Party when it accepted the Premier's Plan,
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Blake's theory was simple, too simple in fact.

Real money had disappear

with the departure of the Gold Standard money was only a book entry, a
fiction created by bankers.

His evidence was the same as Major Douglas.

Two quotations, one by W.S.McKenna, former Chancellor of the Exchequer
in Great Britain, and another by McLeod from the Western Midland Bank,

Both said Bankers created and destroyed money as they willed. These men
were bankers and they admitted it.

That being gDod for Blake, he went on to show that the solution to the

financial question was easy.

All the Commonwealth had to do to meet

the interest on the National Debt was to write out a cheque,

Blake

explained that all that would happen would be the cheque would be lodgec
with the Bank of England which would then work on it as if it were gold

This proposed solution took everyone's breath away and brought question
after question, Blake answered every one with ease. He was the one-ey=
king of the blind.

He who knew so littleH'was talking to a hall full of people who knew
nothing,

I came out of the hall feeling dazed but doubtful.

After that we had Norman Rennie who talked to us about affiliation with

the Unemployed Workers Movement now being formed rather than the
"Reformist" Central Unemployed Committee,

I wasn't unemployed.
initial letters,

Rennie could not convince me,

But I did hear a new language - that of speaking i

I heard of U,W,M,,C,U,C,,A,L,P,,C,P,, of reformism,

revolution and such things,

We had other speakers.

Rennie, an old Wobblie, had the lot.

There was Bill Turner, Secretary of the Garters

and Drivers' Union who spoke of the Economic Possibilities of the Horse.

Turner was so absolutely fundamentally sound that no one listened to

him. He weighed out the motor car with a horse, A truck cost ji?1 ODD,

a horse could be bought for ,^10 (actually for ten bob at the.time) with
a lorry for if 20,
While a motor could do bigger jobs than a horse its use on small jobs
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was wasteful and uneconomic. He compared the tractor. Its initial
cost was greater, its upkeep greater. A horse cost little to feed on
a farm, petrol and repairs ate up all the farmer's profits.

Today in 1983, when the Road Transport Union which has superceded the
the Carters' and Drivers' is wholly composed of motor drivers, members
would think that Bill was crazy and yet profound thinkers are reviving
his views.

. ■; +

There were other speakers; Frank Anstey, Mark Feinberg; May Brodnejrr
Murial Heagney; George Hayes. No one could doubt the efforts of the .
CiU.G.

iy East^ 1931, that is late March, the Brunswick Unemployed Association
became the Brunswick Branch of the Central. Unemployed Committee. .Easter
was the decisive period for the Unemployed.

Meeting in a little upstairs room in Russell Street the organisers of
U'.W.M. had held a meeting of delegates from the groups established
formed a Central body; the local groups became branches. Carlton,

Collingwood, Richmond, South Melbourne, Port Melbourne and Footscray^ were the chief branches.

The C,U.C. also decided to establish local branches. Brunswick Unemployet
Association was among the first. Northcote, Williamstown, Essendon^
Preston also came in. Before many days both bodies were.out organising.
The local councils didn't want any body but preferred the C.U.C to uhe
U.W.M.

They couldn't be blamed.; The U.W.M. was a blind, unreasonable organis-

ation appealing to the desperate. Its leaders were novices in politics
and industrial matters.

Most of them hadn't been even Labour men.

They were radicilised shop-keepers, ex land salesmen, ex clerks, students
most would be pillars of Capitalism twelve months beforehand.. Now they
wanted to overturn the world.

Pat Doran ran a boxing school in the premises behind the barber's shop ir

the Lyric building. The shop in 1983 is a pulp book shop, the premises
are used by the tenants of the old Lyric Theatre.To
"

"

be continued

■

LIoyd Edmonds,
93 Roberts Street,
ESSENDON, VIC. 304.0.

